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ABOUT
CITYKIDZ
Our Mission:
We exist to increase resiliency
and inspire BIG dreams for
Canadian children living in lowincome communities by providing
inspirational experiences and
nurturing personal relationships,
one child at a time.

DONOR
SPOTLIGHT
Our goal at Christmas is to give
every child one of the top three
toys on their wishlist. But this year,
with only a couple days left to
collect toys, it was starting to look
like we might not be able to make
this happen for a lot of little girls.
The shelves that would normally
be stuffed with dolls of every kind
and jewelry kits galore were half
empty as we entered the last week
of toy selection and wrapping.
Lucky for us, we were bombarded
by flocks of Christmas angels from
Super Sucker who had heard our
calls for Disney, Barbie and LOL
dolls, bracelet kits, Shopkins and
more and flew in to deliver these
much-desired toys.
Their thoughtful donations helped
to fill our shelves with all the pink,
purple and princess gear we
needed to make wishes come true.

A HOLIDAY HEDGEHOG
Things were taking longer than
expected. Kelly had been searching for
the perfect gift for one of the kids on
her route for what felt like forever and
she was running out of time.
The kid in question, Jessie, is what
some people might call a spirited child.
Jessie often feels misunderstood, and
struggles to manage her emotions and
behaviour in a healthy way.
But
Kelly,
ever
patient
and
understanding, has built a positive
rapport with Jessie. She can tell when
Jessie’s having a difficult day and has a
talent for delicately redirecting Jessie’s
energy before she loses control. Often,
this means going out of her way to
make Jessie feel seen, heard, known,
understood and loved.
“Anytime I can do something to
brighten her day I will,” Kelly explains.
A few Christmases ago, Kelly stumbled
upon the perfect gift to do just that: a
giant purple stuffed hippo. When Kelly
delivered the unique plushie, Jessie’s
reaction was beyond anything she
could have hoped for.
“THIS IS THE ONLY THING I WANTED
FOR CHRISTMAS!” Jessie burst when
she received her gift.
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And so, a new tradition was born. Every
Christmas since, Kelly has given Jessie
an odd stuffed animal.
Which brings us to where this story
began: with Kelly searching frantically
for a funky new plushie.
Time was running out and Kelly was
ready to resign herself to a less-thanpeculiar plushie for Jessie when there
was a knock at the Toy Store door.
She went to greet the gentleman and
immediately noticed something special
amidst his toy donations: a giant plush
hedgehog. It was perfect.
“She was so excited,” says Kelly,
remembering Jessie’s reaction to the
hedgehog, “On the spot she started
coming up with names for it.”
It’s moments like these that shine
a light on just how important the
CityKidz community is in the lives
of vulnerable children. When that
kind gentleman came in with his toy
donation, he couldn’t have known just
how meaningful that hedgehog would
be. He couldn’t have known that it
would help to nurture a transformative
relationship of trust and understanding
in a struggling child’s life. But that’s
exactly what his gift – and every gift
we receive at Christmas – does for
thousands of precious children in our
city every year.

faith . hope . love
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WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT
Walking with Helen through the
evening chill to deliver bags of
perfectly-wrapped gifts to the
precious children on route 17-1, I asked
her to tell me what CityKidz’ Gift of
Christmas program means to her.

Making our way to the front door
of another family’s home to deliver
presents with Susan and her team
of volunteers, Helen continued her
reflection on what she loves about the
Gift of Christmas:

“The big smiles,” she answered, “The
joy of Christmas in their eyes.”

“The warm feeling of seeing people
give. That they give and don’t expect
anything in return because they just
want to love the kids.”

Helen has been volunteering as a
bus driver for CityKidz for over seven
years. Initially, she hopped around
from one route to another, helping
wherever she was most needed. But
for the past several years, she’s been
the designated bus driver for route
17-1. She’ll still jump in wherever she
is needed, but, serving on Susan’s
route and getting to know the kids is
something that she cherishes.
“I can be familiar with the kids. It
makes it a little more special,” Helen
explained.
She knows the kids by name and
remembers special moments like
a child’s impromptu concert last
Christmas.
“He invited the whole team into his
living room so he could play the piano
for us. It was awesome. He was just so
proud to have everyone listen to him,”
remembered Helen.

If the generosity of the season fills
Helen’s heart with happiness, the joy
and gratitude of the children tips it to
overflowing.
“The little ones are always so special.
Their smiles are just huuuuuuge!”
she said, “I mean, some of them can’t
even hold the box. Their eyes and their
smiles are bigger than the presents.”
Helen paused to join in the chorus of
We Wish You a Merry Christmas that
Susan and the group of volunteers
had taken up to greet four children
and their parents standing and smiling
at the door. As we handed stacks of
gifts to each child, their joyful faces
and squeals of delight as they tore into
their gifts proved Helen’s point.
“Now that’s what it’s all about,” she
said as we waved goodbye to the
family and continued on our way
to relive this magical moment with
dozens more children.
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4,596

TOYS WERE GIVEN TO
CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
IN THE COMMUNITY

1,076

VOLUNTEER HOURS
WERE SPENT
WRAPPING GIFTS

474

VOLUNTEERS SORTED,
WRAPPED, DELIVERED
AND SERVED DURING
THE CHRISTMAS
SEASON

THE BEST CHRISTMAS EVER
“Are you ready for Christmas?” Susan
asked.
It was early December and she was
chatting with the mother of twins who
attend our KinderKidz program.
The mother, Robin, paused and right
away Susan could tell something was
wrong.

“Driving for CityKidz isn’t just a
responsibility to get children around
safely, it is also a joy to be part of a
large group of people that are truly
invested in communicating love to
‘our’ kids and seeing them succeed.”
Brenda,
Volunteer Bus Driver

Without buses and the drivers to
drive them, children would never
get to experience CityKidz. You
can change a child’s life! If you
have a Class B or C driver’s
license, contact us today.
Please consider volunteering for
these other great opportunities:
• Theatre Welcome Table
• Team Member
• Food Preparation

All of the families on Susan’s route get
by on meagre incomes, so Susan was
well-aware of how stressful the season
of giving can be for families who often
struggle to make ends meet in a good
month. And for Robin, this December
had not been a good month.
With young twins and a new baby,
Robin – as any parent would be – was
worn thin. What’s more, money was
tighter than ever. Her husband had
injured his knee and was off work
waiting for surgery. To make matters
worse, she’d missed the deadline to
get on the food bank’s Christmas list.
She didn’t know how she was going
to put food on the table, let alone
presents under the tree.
Every parent wants to fill their child’s
home with joy and wonder, tinsel and
trinkets at Christmas time. But for so
many parents in our community, like
Robin, instead of being a time of joy

For more info or to volunteer:
905-544-3996 x225
volunteer@citykidz.ca
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and abundance, the holiday season is
a time of stress and disappointment
as tight budgets collide with children’s
hopes and dreams.
Fortunately, through the kindness
of people in our community like you,
CityKidz can help offset the pressure
and strain associated with the costs
of Christmas by providing a toy or two
for each and every child who attends
our programs.
In addition to their overwhelming
toy donations, this Christmas, our
generous community made it possible
for us to go the extra mile to support
Robin’s family in their moment of
need. Thanks to the kindness of
our supporters, in addition to toys,
we were able to deliver a large food
basket to Robin’s home just in time for
Christmas.
“Thanks to you guys it was the best
Christmas ever,” Robin gushed when
Susan reconnected with her after the
holidays.
At CityKidz, the Gift of Christmas is
more than presents under the tree,
it’s a chance for us to tell the most
vulnerable children and families in
our community that they are loved,
that they matter and that a whole
community is thinking of them.
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